
FASTER SEEDLINGS UNDER LIGHT

Richard A. Ashley

Extension Horticulturist

In January 1973 a simple germination chamber
was built (in the greenhouse at the Plant Science
Research Farm at the University of Connecticut) to
determine the effect of seed germination under arti
ficial light on subsequent development of bedding
plants. The germination chamber consisted of a
standard double 40-watt flourescent light fixture,
with a reflector, suspended over a greenhouse
bench and covered with black polyethylene film.
The light was on from 6:00 a„m. to 6:00 p.m.
Steam pipes under the greenhouse bench provided
some bottom heat. Comparison plants were germin
ated on the same greenhouse bench adjacent to the
light chamber and covered with clear polyethylene
film.

The night temperature was 65°F. The day
temperature under lights was 75-78°F and variable
under clear plastic.

The Marigold cv. 'Dwarf Double Petite Yellow'
was seeded in flats of peat-vermiculite mix, watered
thoroughly, and germinated under the above condi
tions. The seedlings (12 paks of 6 plants each for
each treatment) were transplanted 23 days after seed
ing into peat-vermiculite mix and placed on the green
house bench. At that time the seedlings grown under
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Use thermostats with - 1°F accuracy.
Clean heating pipes and other radiation sur

faces often.

Use horizontal air flow (HAF) for more even
heat distribution.

Insulate distribution pipes in areas where heat
is not required.

Aspirate thermostats for more uniform temper
ature control.

ELECTRICITY

Many uses of electricity either reduce the labor
needed or increase the productivity of the present
labor force. Electricity also has the advantage of
being a willing and available worker at all times.
Economies are achieved when the cost of electricity

is less man the labor it replaces0 The next section
will review some of the ways that electric usage can
be made more efficient.

Wiring System—Possible saving in electricity 1-4%

Have the wiring system inspected by a competent
electrician for overloading, corroded parts and faulty
insulation.

Losses of electric energy to heating of the wires
can be reduced by using larger wire sizes.

Motors—Possible saving in electricity 1-5%

Motor size and type should be selected on the
requirements of the equipment it is to operate.

Turn motors off when they are not needed.
Keep proper belt tension and alignment.



Close holes under the foundation of plastic
houses.

Double Covering—Possible fuel saving 25-35%

Use double layer of plastic with air inflation
(see Connecticut Greenhouse Newsletter No. 52).

Add a layer of plastic over glass and fiberglass
houses and inflate to get double covering.

Line houses with plastic to get double covering.

Foundation and Sidewall Insulation—Possible fuel

saving 3-6%

Place 1 1/4" polyurethane board with l/8M
asbestos cement board facing to 18" below the
foundation to reduce heat loss. This can increase

the soil temperature near the sidewall as much as
10°F during me winter.

Use 1 to 2" of insulation board on concrete walls

of glass greenhouses.
Use aluminum faced building paper behind heat

pipes to reduce radiation losses.

Site Location—Possible fuel saving 5-10%

Locate new greenhouses in sheltered areas to
reduce wind-induced heat loss, if this does not

reduce available light.
Use windbreaks on the north and northwest

sides of the greenhouse area.

Efficient Heating Equipment—Possible Fuel Saving

5-20%

Have your furnaces cleaned and adjusted at
least once a year.
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lights were about 50% larger. From the time of
transplanting until the end of the experiment, the
two lots of plants were handled identically.

The effect was considerable (Figure 1). Mari
golds planted under the flourescent fixture emerged
in half the time required for germination on an open

bench. Seedlings germinated under flourescent lights
reached transplanting size 10 days earlier, and this
increased rate of growth continued for the duration of
the experiment. Appearance of the first flower
occurred 8 days earlier on plants started under
flourescent lights. There was an average of 5
flowers per pak 45 days after seeding on plants
started under lights. There were only 2 flowers
per pak on plants grown entirely in sunlight,.
After 66 days, the same paks of marigolds
averaged 13 and 5 flowers respectively.

(Figure 1—page 16)

National recognition was given to two Connecti
cut horticultural agents in Baltimore at the National
Association of County Agricultural Agents annual
meeting.

Achievement Awards were received by Joe
Maisano (Western Connecticut Regional Agent)
and Fred Nelson who worked with Hartford County

greenhouse operators for many years.

A bouquet to each of you!
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Figure 1. Effect of Early Exposure to
Artificial Light on Rate of Growth
of Marigold in Dwarf Double Petite
Yellow.

DO YOUR PART TO CONSERVE ENERGY

John W. Bartok, Jr.

Extension Agricultural Engineer

Can you get enough fuel to heat your greenhouse
next winter? What will happen to your electric
motors if the voltage is cut 8%? Will there be
enough gas to run your trucks and equipment next
spring? These are some of the questions growers
are asking one another this year.

Newspaper stories and magazine articles are
reporting existing fuel shortages as well as predicting
long-term shortages of energy with higher prices for
mat which is available. What can we do in the green
house industry to help alleviate this shortage?

HEAT

Providing heat in the greenhouse during the
winter months consumes a large quantity of fuel oil
or gas. There are many ways, though, that effi
ciencies can be made to reduce this consumption as

well as reduce costs. The following are a few ways
in which savings in heat usage can be made.

Reduce Air Leaks—Possible fuel saving of 3-10%

Keep doors closed—use door closer or springs.
Weatherstrip doors, vents and fan openings.
Lubricate louvers frequently so that they close

tightly. A partially open louver may allow several
air changes per hour. Additional fuel is needed to
heat this air.

Repair broken glass or holes in the plastic
covering.


